There are a number of solutions to automate the monotonous task of looking at a monitor to find suspicious behaviors in video surveillance scenarios. Detecting strange objects and intruders, or tracking people and objects, is essential for surveillance and safety in crowded environments. The present work deals with the idea of jointly modeling simple and complex behaviors to report local and global human activities in natural scenes. Modeling human activities with state machines is still common in our days and is the approach offered in this paper. We incorporate knowledge about the problem domain into an expected structure of the activity model. Motion-based image features are linked explicitly to a symbolic notion of hierarchical activity through several layers of more abstract activity descriptions. Atomic actions are detected at a low level and fed to hand-crafted grammars to detect activity patterns of interest. Also, we work with shape and trajectory to indicate the events related to moving objects. In order to validate our proposal we have performed several tests with some CAVIAR test cases.
Introduction
Many techniques and methods have been used so far in human activity recognition and understanding (Huang, Lee, Kuo, & Lee, 2010) . In human activity understanding, four broad classes can be identified (Dee & Hogg, 2009 ): learning patterns of activity within a scene (e.g. (Liu & Yuen, 2010; Makris & Ellis, 2005; Stauffer & Grimson, 2000) ); modeling the interactions between agents (e.g. (Oliver, Rosario, & Pentland, 2000) ); hand-crafting models of particular activities of interest (e.g. (González, Rowe, Varona, & Roca, 2009; Jan, Piccardi, & Hintz, 2002) ); and intentional systems (e.g. (Liao, Patterson, Fox, & Kautz, 2007; Bui, Venkatesh, & West, 2002) ).
In close relation to finite state machines theory, Ayers and Shah (2001) describe a system which automatically recognizes human actions from video sequences taken of a room. These actions include entering a room, using a computer terminal, opening a cabinet, picking up a phone, etc. The system recognizes these actions by using prior knowledge about the layout of the room. Indeed, action recognition is modeled by a state machine, which consists of 'states' and 'transitions' between states. The transitions from different states can be made based on a position of a person, scene change detection, or an object being tracked. Hongeng, Nevatia, and Bremond (2004) model scenario events from shape and trajectory features using a hierarchical activity representation, where events are organized into several layers of abstraction, providing flexibility and modularity in modeling scheme. An event is considered to be composed of action threads, each thread being executed by a single actor. Amer, Dubois, and Mitiche (2005) propose a real-time system to detect context-independent events in video shots. The authors test it in video surveillance environments with a fixed camera. They assume that objects have been segmented (not necessarily perfectly) and reason with their low-level features, such as shape, and mid-level features, such as trajectory, to infer events related to moving objects. The authors classify events into four types: primitive, action, interaction, and composite. Fernández, Baiget, Roca, and González (2011) present an ontology-based methodology that guides the identification, stepby-step modeling, and generalization of the most relevant events to a specific surveillance domain. Gómez-Romero, Patricio, García, and Molina (2011) propose a computer vision framework aimed at the construction of a symbolic model of the scene by integrating tracking data and contextual information.
Modeling human activities with state machines is still common in our days. A recent system (Arens, Gerber, & Nagel, 2008) aims at an encompassing conceptual description of video sequences. This ultimately culminates in the generation of encompassing natural language textual descriptions of a scene observed by a computer vision system. Also Hamid et al. (2009) investigate modeling activity sequences in terms of their constituent subsequences that we call event n-grams. Exploiting this representation, the authors 0957-4174/$ -see front matter Ó 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016/j.eswa.2012.01.050
propose a computational framework to automatically discover the various activity-classes taking place in an environment. Our approach is closely related to the works of Ivanov and Bobick (2000) and Hongeng et al. (2004) , in the sense that the external knowledge about the problem domain is incorporated into the expected structure of the activity model. Motion-based image features are linked explicitly to a symbolic notion of hierarchical activity through several layers of more abstract activity descriptions. Atomic actions are detected at a low level and fed to hand-crafted grammars to detect activity patterns of interest. Our inspiration also is close to the paper by Amer et al. (2005) , as we work with shape and trajectory to indicate the events related to moving objects.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the theoretical aspects of our proposal based in the description of local and global activities. In Section 3 the specification of simple and complex behaviors are described in detail. Then, Section 4 offers the data and results for several problems with scene analysis taken with surveillance video cameras. Lastly, in Section 5 some conclusions are offered.
Description of local and global activities
The last part of the automatic analysis of video sequences is the interpretation of the different behaviors present in the sequence Gascueña and Fernández-Caballero (2011) . To do so, we start from the input data generated by the previous analysis processes, namely, segmentation (e.g. Fernández-Caballero, López, & SaizValverde, 2008; López, Fernández-Caballero, Fernández, Mira, & Delgado, 2006; López-Valles, Fernández, & Fernández-Caballero, 2007) and tracking (e.g. (Fernández-Caballero, Gómez, & López-Lápez, 2008; López, Fernández-Caballero, Fernández, Mira, & Delgado, 2007) ). Therefore, analyzing a video scene entails two large sections. On the one hand, we have the first phase in object detection. This phase consists of capturing images, analyzing them for shape interpretation and afterwards, recognizing them throughout the scene. On the other hand, we have the part this work focuses on, namely, scene interpretation (context recognition), made up of basic actions interpretation, global behavior interpretation and finally, interpretation of the scene on a global scale. The quality of the result will depend greatly on the quality of the geometric analysis, that is, on the quality of the shape analysis in the video scene. Thus, incorrect input date would hinder good scene interpretation.
These objects are not fixed in the scene and can move over time in each frame. These objects are called dynamic or mobile objects. They perform the actions within the scene, whether individually or as a group. Similarly, other type of passive objects can intervene in a scene. These objects are always in the scene and do not move overtime. These are called, static objects. These objects can also be considered areas within a scene. Many times, dynamic objects interact with static objects, approaching them, placing themselves on them and using them. Some examples of static objects are a seat, a door a wastebasket or a relevant area in the scene in which we wish to analyze whether the dynamic objects are approaching it or placing themselves in it.
In our proposal, the purpose of activity description is to reasonably choose a group of motion words or shout expressions to report activities of moving objects or humans in natural scenes. Generating semantic description is the final goal of human motion analysis (Ji & Liu, 2009 ).
Objects of interest
These input data will consist of a series of objects detected in the scene, which should be properly classified. It is necessary to define, from within the possible objects, a series of categories which will help us to identify the activities carried out in a scene. Of course, the objects of interest can be static or dynamic and the latter will perform the actions in the scene. Inspired in ETISEO classification (http://www-sop.inria.fr/orion/ETISEO/index.htm), four categories will be established for dynamic objects and two for static objects. As for the first, we will distinguish between a person, a group of people (made up of two or more people), a portable object (such as a brief case) and other dynamic objects (able to move on its own), classified as moving object. As for static objects, we will distinguish between areas and pieces of equipment. The latter can be labeled as a portable object if a dynamic object, people or group interact with it and it starts to move. We should explain that an area is defined as a non-dynamic object in the scenario where people or dynamic objects are likely to interact. For instance, an automatic cash point has an area people will approach to interact.
Before proceeding to list the activities, we should clarify which we are interesting in addressing. Specifically, and once again analyzing ETISEO's property classification, we will focus on those related to kinematics of objects, leaving those related to size and shape for subsequent works. It is also necessary to clarify that for our testing purposes, the type of dynamic objects we are interesting in detecting are people or groups of people.
Description of local activities
In order to generalize the detection process for complex behavior patterns as much as possible, we will start with small functionalities which, individually, detect simple actions of the active objects in the scene. Using these functions, we will build behavior patterns much more complex and suited for each video surveillance system's aims. These small actions are defined by action indicative queries about the actions performed by an active object. The queries should be enough to describe most of the behavior patterns of the dynamic objects.
Therefore, several types of queries are defined for the detection of the basic actions of the active objects in the scene. Other queries are linked to the interaction between an active object and the scenario and the interaction between the dynamic objects in the scene. Approaches to activity modeling have been mostly relied upon segmentation and tracking of objects in the scene (e.g. (Haritaoglu, Harwood, & Davis, 2000; Stauffer & Grimson, 2000) ) after efficient motion detection (e.g. Martínez-Cantos, Carmona, Fernández-Caballero, & López, 2008; Mira, Delgado, Fernández-Caballero, & Fernández, 2004) . This is due to the fact that activities have traditionally been considered to be discriminated by the trajectories of object motion, modeled either statically as templates or dynamically as state machines (Xiang & Gong, 2006) .
Object-like actions
We first develop the most basic actions of each object, which do not entail environment interaction and which only depend on the object itself to be analyzed. Next, we show some possible basic actions detectable by a video surveillance system: Object speed. The speed of an object (in displacement units per second, for instance) makes it possible to define if an object is still, walking, running, going at great speeds, etc. In order to determine real object speed in the scene, it is necessary to mitigate possible lens distortion and to interpret the real positions, depending on the distance from the camera. The data taken as input are obtained from a video camera and, therefore, only contain two-dimensional information. Object trajectory. Apart from speed, we can obtain the direction and moving direction of an object. Let us assume that a road is being analyzed. The speed of a moving vehicle is very useful but without calculating the trajectory, it is not possible, for instance, to know if the vehicle is going the wrong way. It is also important to detect an abrupt change in direction.
Actions of environment interaction
Basic actions are very important when determining what is happening in a scene. But in order to interpret more complex behaviors, it is also necessary to analyze the interaction between dynamic objects and the scenario. To interpret environment interaction, it is essential to create a small model of the environment. The areas where objects interact with the scenario are defined in each scenario in particular. These areas can be doors, wastebaskets, cash points, and so on. Furthermore, the parameters associated to the interaction objects in the scenario are activated, such as the place where they are located or their size, as well as any information necessary to enable behavior detection in which these areas or static objects intervene. Some possible scenario interaction behaviors might be:
Direction. The system must determine if a person is approaching a specific area of the scenario. By taking the object's speed and trajectory as reference, the object's ultimate goal is inferred. Position. By knowing the important areas of the scenario, the system is capable of determining the relative position of dynamic objects. This way, it can detect if a person is standing in one of the areas. For example, it is possible to know if a person is sitting on a bench or when analyzing traffic flow, if a car is parked in a pedestrian crossing. We also know the distance from the objects to these areas, thus determining if the object is near these passive elements or areas of the scenario.
Actions involving object interaction
With what we have seen so far, it is possible to identify object behavior in the scene that has to do with the condition of the object itself and its interaction with the scenario; however, it is not possible to interpret interaction between the active objects themselves. To be able to interpret interaction between people, a video surveillance system has to detect behaviors such as:
Proximity. The system must detect the distance between objects. This way, we can determine whether an object is near or far away from the rest. If time is also taken into account, we can determine whether a specific object is getting closer to or moving away from another one. Orientation. By taking into account the direction of objects, the system determines whether an object is approaching another or whether they are both approaching each other. These data also help to determine whether the objects have the intention of joining or, on the contrary, moving away. Grouping. The system uses the parameters generated in the two previous points to detect object grouping. By taking into account its proximity and direction, the system can interpret whether an object is with another. For example, it can detect whether two objects are going to the same place together.
Description of global activities
Interpreting a visual scene is a task which in general resorts to a large body of prior knowledge and experience of the viewer (Neumann & Möller, 2008) . Through the actions or queries described in the previous section, we can find out basic patterns, such as whether an object is moving quickly or slowly, whether or not it is going towards a specific place, etc. We usually wish to detect more complex patterns, such as the theft of a purse or of a car in a parking lot. In this type of more complex events, several dynamic objects that interact with each other or with other static objects usually participate. These complex behavior patterns will vary in each scenario according to the type of event you wish to detect. Thus, you will want to detect different behaviors in a parking lot from those in a bank. Therefore, it is essential to define the behavior pattern desired in each situation, by using the basic actions or queries from the previous section. For each specific scene, a state diagram and a set of rules are designed to indicate the patterns.
In many cases, it is not only necessary to detect the individual behavior of an object, but it is also of great interest to discover patterns for the whole set of objects in the scene. More than one object participates in the global behavior patterns. For instance, you might want to detect if a group of people are running around a public square. In this case, a single person running may not be of interest but if one-hundred people are running, something serious has likely happened. To interpret these situations in a scene, the system takes into account the individual behavior of each object, as well as the interaction between objects and between the objects and the scene.
Alarm system
A great deal of patterns can be detected in a scene but they are not all necessarily dangerous or require special attention. For instance, if a person is walking, behavior ''Walking'' has to be detected by the scene interpretation application, although it does not require special attention. Detecting behavior patterns will not be useful without a system to select those patterns and rule out the most common and harmless. A smart video surveillance system must consider those patterns by assigning a level of alarm to each of the possible behaviors in the scene. Different alarm thresholds will be used to filter out suspicious patterns. Thus, the system alerts the user when it detects a behavior with an associated alarm level greater than the allowed threshold.
Once we have detected the state of the objects, it is time to find out if any of them deserve special attention on the part of the surveillance system operators. To do this, the guards will have an associated alarm level which weighs out the significance of each likely state of the object and scene. It can have different values (e.g. from I to V) and it is directly associated to each of the vertices in the state machines for local pattern as well as global pattern detection.
To sum up, the proposed video surveillance system will be able to detect simple actions or queries and adapt to a great deal of situations. Also, it will be configured to detect the behavior patterns necessary in each case and associate an alarm level to each one which will enable them to be filtered and have a priority associated to them.
Specification of simple and complex behaviors

Simple behavior specification
As anticipated, the system should be able to respond to a series of queries intended to find out behavior patterns of objects in the scene. These queries are defined as functions and return a logical value, which will be true if they are fulfilled for a specific object. They are represented in the following format:
where query is the name of the action or behavior to be tested and parameter i are the possible parameters necessary to specify what we want to analyze.
Movement-based queries
Next, we will number the basic queries the system recognizes, the parameters needed, how they were resolved and the data and hypothesis necessary in each case. To identify them, we use the object speed hypothesis.
hasSpeedBetween (min, max). It is fulfilled if the object moves at a speed within the range [min, max] . hasSpeedGreaterThan (speed). It is fulfilled if the object moves at a speed greater than that indicated in the parameter speed.
Orientation-based direction queries
To analyze these queries, we use the displacement angle of objects hypothesis.
hasDirection (staticObject). It is fulfilled if the object is headed towards staticObject, being staticObject a static object in the scene. isFollowing (). It is true if a dynamic object is following a nondynamic object. To know whether an object in the scene is following another one, we use the displacement angle. This way we can calculate if the target is another dynamic object.
Location-based queries
This type of queries is based on the location of objects in the scene. To analyze them, we use the location in each frame obtained directly from the input data.
isInsideZone (staticObject). It is true if a dynamic object is on the static object staticObject. isCloseTo (distance,staticObject). It is fulfilled if the object is closer than distance from the static object staticObject. enterInScene (). It is fulfilled when the object appears in the scene for the first time.
Complex behavior specification
On the one hand, the behavior patterns at a local level have been defined, which focus on the behavior of objects in the scene at each time instant; and patterns at a global level, used to analyze the scene from a general point of view without focusing on any specific object. This last specification will be used to detect patterns where more than one object intervenes.
Local complex behaviors
Objects in the scene are associated to a state machine that indicates the state they are in (what they are doing at that time instant). This diagram is the same for all objects in the scene and it will depend on the target of the analysis in the video scene. This state machine can be seen as a directed graph where the vertices are the possible states of the object and the edges are the basic functions or queries previously discussed. This graph will be similar for all objects but each object can be found in a different state independently. The source of the objects is a vertex, which will be the initial state (Initial). More than one edge can come in and out of each vertex and there is no destination vertex. An object cannot be in several states at the same time.
An edge has at least one associated outcome of the assessment of a query with the parameters previously defined, indicating an action of object, query q i . These assessments can be true or false. Thus, for some transitions to come about, certain actions will not be fulfilled. For an object to change states, many times one query is not enough. It needs to fulfill several of them to go on to the following state. Therefore, an edge can have more than one query associated to it. For an edge with several actions to be fulfilled, all the associated queries have to be fulfilled. The following type of nested rules can be associated to this type of edges:
IF ðq 1 AND q 2 AND . . . q k Þ; THEN transit to vertex X where q 1 . . . q k are the possible queries associated to a vertex and vertex X where the state transits to.
If a more complex rule is needed, where disjunctions also appear so that an object changes states, as the following:
IF ((q 1 AND q 2 AND . . . q n ) OR (q n+1 AND q n+2 AND . . . q n+m )), THEN transit to vertex X the rule must be divided into two edges that come from the same vertex and get to vertex X . The first one will be associated to actions q 1 . . .q n and the second one to actions q n+1 . . .q n+m . When dividing the rule into two, we get a disjunction, since if one is fulfilled the object goes onto the following state. Fig. 1 shows, as an example, the local state machine in a simple scene where we attempt to find out if any object is close to a cash point. Notice that the objects in the scene can be walking, standing still, approaching the cash point or be at the cash point. These are the different states the object goes through by means of the state machine. When an object appears in the scene for the first time, it is in the Initial state. If ''hasSpeedGreaterThan (1)'' is fulfilled, i.e., the speed of the object is greater than one meter per second, then it will go on to the Walking state. The object changes states according to its behavior, following the same procedure. In the edge that goes from vertex 4 to vertex 3, there is more than one query. As explained above, both actions must be fulfilled, in this case, in order to change states. Later on, we will see more complex cases and how they were solved.
Global complex behaviors
Unlike in local behavior patterns, more than one object intervenes in a global behavior pattern. To detect these patterns, more than just the local state machine from the previous section is needed since only the state of each object in that machine is reflected separately.
To represent this type of patterns, global state machines are used. These state machines are made up of vertices. Each vertex represents a possible state in the scene. Just like in the local state machine, the edges are made up of a series of queries that must be fulfilled at a certain time for the scene to change states. These types of queries do not make reference to a single object but to all of them. Next, we will list the queries used for detecting this type of patterns:
isTimeInState (state, time). It is fulfilled when an object remains in the same state longer than what is suggested in time. areObjectsInState (state, min, max). It is fulfilled if the number of objects in state is between min and max. areMoreObjectsInState (state, number). It is true if the number of objects is greater than number in the state.
Just like in local behaviors, queries can be used using negation. Next (see Fig. 2 ), we will see a simple global state machine that detects if someone approaches someone else while he/she is at a cashpoint. If it is necessary to detect several global behavior patterns simultaneously in a video scene, we must create several specialized state machines to detect each of those patterns. Thus, a scene could have several global state diagrams, each one focusing on detecting one type of behavior pattern.
Data and results
In the following section, we will present several problems with scene analysis taken with surveillance video cameras and their resolution with the proposed system. We have opted for working with the ground truth of manually labeled images, frame by frame, whereby errors in data entry will be null. Therefore, we have used the test cases that CAVIAR (coming from the EC Funded CAVIAR project/IST 2001 37540, found at URL: http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CAVIAR/) makes available for researchers. This is a usual approach (e.g. (Blunsden & Fisher, 2009) , where the detection and classification of fighting and pre and post fighting events when viewed from a video camera is investigated). For the tests, we have used specific videos recorded for project CAVIAR recorded with a wide angle camera in the lobby of INRIA Labs in Grenoble, France. In these scenes, there are different people interacting with the environment and with each other. They are videos recorded with video surveillance cameras supported with manual labeling of the objects in each frame and with estimations about the state of each one of them. These input data are in XML format and they include the objects that makeup the frames in the video scene, their position, size and a label to find them in subsequent frames.
Thus, the application obtains a series of objects in each frame in the XML file. However, the static objects are not included in the CAVIAR XML file. Moreover, they will be different in each scene so they will have to be specified in each case, indicating their position and size, just like for dynamic objects. On the other hand, with the data read from the XML in CAVIAR, we have information about the objects in each scene, their position and size; however, to carry out the analysis and meet the goals set, we will need other data not included. These are speed and direction of objects. The system takes the initial data and infers the new data geometrically.
We begin by showing the configuration common to all case studies to avoid repeating it in each section. Next, the case studies carried out will be listed, beginning with the basic cases where the running and usefulness of each query is shown individually and separately and continuing with the more complex cases where two or more queries are required.
Image preprocessing
We select the first frame in any scene as backdrop image to make the placement of control points and fixed objects easier.
Creation of point maps
Ideally, placing control points is done manually, by directly measuring the scenario where the camera is placed but to speed up the process, the data in the CAVIAR web site are used and the points that do not appear are approximated. Table 1 shows the data provided in the CAVIAR web site:
The rest of the positions are interpolated using these data as a guide. Enough points have been placed to cancel image distortion caused by the perspective and camera lens. Fig. 3a shows where these position points have been placed.
Specification of fixed objects in the scene
After creating the point map, we point out the fixed objects in the scene that will interact with the dynamic objects (Fig. 3b) . As we can see, the entrances to the scenario and the most relevant objects, such as a cashpoint, wastebasket or seats have been tagged in the image. A list of objects tagged in the scene can be seen in Table 2 , along with their positions and sizes.
Once the static objects in the scene and the control point maps are stored in the configuration file, the next step is the creation of state diagrams to complete the configuration in the scene.
Motion detection
We design a configuration capable of detecting when someone starts walking and he/she stops. With this first case, we show the performance of the queries ''hasSpeedBetween'' and ''hasSpeedGreaterThan'', which make reference to the movement of people. In this case, we do not wish to detect a pattern for which it is Table 3 shows all the details of the automaton. For queries ''hasSpeedBetween'' and ''hasSpeedGreaterThan'', the input parameters indicate how many kilometers per hour the object travels. To consider a person to be in motion, his speed must be greater than 1 km per hour and to consider him stopped, his speed must be 0. This has been designed this way to avoid false positives that can take place when a person opens his arms or makes a gesture with his body, which can be interpreted as motion.
If we analyze the first few frames in scene Walk1 (series Walking, test case One person walking -straight line) we get the results shown in Table 4 .
Speed detection
In this case, we do not just detect if a person is in motion or not. We also detect if the person starts running or moves slowly. To do this, we use the same queries as in the previous case, ''hasSpeedBetween'' and ''hasSpeedGreaterThan'', but a more complex local state diagram is necessary.
When a person appears on the scene, the system enters Initial state. From here, he/she can move straight into any other state. However, if the person is stopped, he/she will first have to go through Wandering, before going into any other state. Likewise, if he/she is running, he/she will first have to walk slowly before stopping. This way, we avoid illogical and unlikely leaps, such as a person going from stopped to running and vice versa. Table 5 shows every detail of the automaton. In this case, we use a higher alarm level for the Running state. Thanks to this, the data provided to the user can be filtered so that it will only signal when somebody starts running. Table 5 shows that a person is considered to be stopped if his speed is 0, to be walking slowly if his speed is between 1 and 2 kilometers per hour, to be walking at a normal pace if his speed is between 4 and 10 km per hour and to be running if his speed is over 10 km per hour. As in the previous case, to change states we have kept a margin to prevent getting too many false positives.
When adjusting the alarm level to I and analyzing scene Browse2 (series Browsing, case Person browsing and reading for a while), we get the output shown in Table 6 .
If the alarm level is adjusted to II and scene Fight_RunAway1 (series Two people fighting, test case Two people meet, fight and run away) is analyzed, we get Table 7 as output. As shown, the application has detected the time the two people started running. 
Direction detection
Continuing with simple case studies, in this section, a configuration is designed to detect when someone goes to the cashpoint. To do this, we use query ''hasDirection'' which is able to detect when a dynamic object approaches a static object. The designed graph is very simple, having only two vertices and two edges. This diagram could get more complex if we were to add motion detection because for someone to go to a place, he/she first has to be moving. This situation will be analyzed in the section of complex case studies, where the combinations of different types of queries will be studied. The details of the automaton are described in Table 8 where the name of the static object referred to is used as the parameter for query ''hasDirection''.
The test is carried out with scene Browse2, obtaining the output shown in Table 9 , where the application has detected when an object goes towards a cashpoint. Furthermore, Fig. 4 shows the video output where the hypothesis of a person's direction has been tagged with a red line. 
Position detection
When detecting object position in an image, it is necessary to design a configuration with which to analyze a person's relative position to the static objects in the scenario. To do this, queries ''isInsideZone'' and ''isCloseTo'' are used. The configuration designed is able to detect when a person is in the seats area, when he/she is in the awning area, when he/she is close to the leaflets or when he/she is near the cashpoint. Obviously, the automaton can be widened to cover all areas and static objects in the scenario. Table 10 shows the details of this automaton.
As shown in Table 10 , in this case, we have used query ''isInsideZone'' to locate people inside certain areas (seats) and query ''isCloseTo'' to detect if the person is next to a static object in the scenario, such as the cashpoint, the leaflets and the wastebasket. The numerical parameter of ''isCloseTo'' is the maximum distance in pixels to be considered close. Somewhat of a safety margin has been kept to avoid false positives when considering whether an object is close or not to the cashpoint and the leaflets.
Next, three different scenes will be analyzed to check the results from position detection. When analyzing scene Browse2 we get Table 11 as output. Scene Browse3 (series Browsing, test case Person browsing and reading with back turned) was also analyzed and yielded Table 12 . Finally, after analyzing scene Rest_InChair (series Resting, slumping or fainting, test case Person resting in chair) we get Table 13 .
The results show how the application has detected when a person has placed himself in the different position selected in the configuration.
Following detection
Using query ''isFollowing'', it is possible to detect whether a person is following another one (see Table 14 ). To detect a tracking situation, it would be ideal to be able to specify who is participating; however, since they are dynamic and not static objects, we have opted for only indicating whether there is tracking or not in the scene. Thus, the designed configuration indicates if someone is headed towards another person. This is useful when detecting interaction between people. Scene Fight_RunAway1 was used for the tests and the alarm level was set on III. The results in Table 15 show that when two people are about to meet, they walk towards each other.
Appearance detection
In this case, we have designed a configuration able to detect when an object appears on the scene by using query ''enterInScene''. In this case, only one query is used, although as we will see in the compound case section, by using this query along with others (forming more complex diagrams), we can detect the appearance of suspicious objects in the scene. The state machine is provided in Table 16 . In this case, only one edge was used because the objects can only appear in the scene once.
Scene Walk1 was used for the tests, obtaining Table 17 as output, which shows the time every object appears on the scene.
Number of objects in the same state
It is possible to use the system to detect whether more than one person is walking or is stopped in the scene. To do this, we use rules with queries ''areObjectsInState'' and ''areMoreObjectsInState'' to analyze the number of objects found in a certain state in the scene. Up to now, configurations that make reference to the individual state of the objects participating in the scene have been designed, but in this case, a more global vision to analyze Table 9 Results of direction detection in scene ''Browse2''. objects in the scene from a higher level is necessary. To detect whether more than one person is walking in the scene, we have the configuration provided in Table 18 . We have used query ''areMoreObjectsInState (Walking, 1)'', which is fulfilled when there is more than one object in state Walking of the local state diagram, and query '':areMoreObjectsInState (Walking, 2)'', which is fulfilled if there are fewer than 2 objects in state Walking.
Analogously, it is possible to detect whether there are more than one object in state Stopped of the local state diagram by using query ''areMoreObjectsInState (Stopped, 1)''. Query '':areMoreObjectsInState (Stopped, 2)'', which is fulfilled if there are fewer than 2 objects in state Stopped, takes you back to state Initial. A level II of alarm was assigned to the vertices of the two previous graphs to filter out the alarms of the local state diagram and be able to listen only to the new added verifications. The configuration provided in Table 19 was used to detect whether there is more than one person stopped in the scene.
When analyzing scene Browse_WhileWaiting1 (series Browsing, test case Person browsing while waiting short), using both automata simultaneously, we get the output shown in Table 20 .
Position and direction analysis
A configuration was designed for these purposes, which is able not only to analyze the position of people in a scene, but also to predict if someone is headed towards a specific position. Queries ''isInsideZone'' and ''isCloseTo'' are used to detect position and query ''hasDirection'' in order to generate a direction hypothesis. This type of configuration is useful to detect things such as someone entering a private area, since the behavior can be detected before it happens. If it does happen, we can trigger an alarm with more priority which will, for example, make the security officers intervene. Table 21 shows the automaton that detects if someone is headed towards or is at the wastebasket, the leaflets, the seats or the cashpoint. As shown, it is logical that in order for someone to be in a place, he/she has to head towards it first. Thus, we create several loops of the type:
A greater level of alarm was assigned to the vertices related to position than to those related to direction to be able to filter them when you only want to know when someone is situated somewhere. Also, notice that to consider that an object is headed towards an area, it is not enough for query ''hasDirection'' to be fulfilled, but also for ''hasSpeedGreaterThan (1)'' to be fulfilled; that is, for its speed to be greater than 1 km per hour. This guarantees that for a person to go to a place, he/she first has to be moving.
Tests on three different scenes have been run: from the analysis of scene Rest_InChair, we get the results found in Table 22 ; from the analysis of scene Browse2 we get Table 23 ; and after analyzing scene Browse3 we get the output shown in Table 24 .
There are false positives in the last two tests. They are in the 14th second of test case Browse2 and in the 15th second of test case Browse3. Indeed, object 3 was not going to the wastebasket but the direction of the object at that time made it seem like it could be going there. To avoid this, we could add another rule to edge direction to avoid predicting a possible target if the object is too far away. We could add an ''isCloseTo'' query to act along with queries ''hasDirection'' and ''hasSpeedGreaterThan''.
Possible cashpoint holdup detection
It is also possible to design configurations able to detect suspicious behaviors. Here is an example pertaining to a cashpoint. First, a local state diagram is created to detect the different ways of getting to the cashpoint. With this graph, we will be able to know is someone is going to the cashpoint, how fast he/she is going and if he/she is already next to the cashpoint. In Table 25 , more importance has been attached to the fact that a person is walking slowly or running to the cashpoint than when he/she is walking at a normal pace. This is so in order to confront more suspicious behaviors. Once the local state diagram has been created, we go onto behavior pattern specification at global level in the scene. We want to detect suspicious behaviors, such as when there is someone at the cashpoint and someone else approaches him slowly. It can also detect if there is someone at the cashpoint and one or more people run towards him. Lastly, it can detect possible vandalism at the cashpoint. It will detect if one or more people run to the cashpoint and there is no one using it. We have decided to use high alarm levels because of the relevance of those patterns (see Table 26 ). Depending on what you want to analyze, the alarm level displayed will be adjusted to II, for example, to see all changes of state or to V to see only the alarms related to possible assaults to the cashpoint.
Suspicious objects
This section shows the design of a configuration able to detect the appearance of potentially suspicious objects in the scene. It detects when someone leaves something on the floor and later picks it up (the objects stops being suspicious). These types of patterns can be used, for example, to warn security officers that someone might have left an explosive device in a public place. The local state diagram described through Table 27 will detect if an object is suspicious (by having been placed near the cashpoint or next to the wastebasket), if it is a bag on the floor (because it has not been moved since it was placed there) or if it is simply someone who was motionless.
There are no loops in Table 27 . Once an object gets to vertex MovingObject it stops drawing attention because it is not a static object but a person. To consider an object to be very dangerous, it cannot move after appearing. If the object appears next to the cashpoint or to the wastebasket, it will automatically be considered suspicious, and very suspicious, if it remains there for more than 30 seconds. If the object appears anywhere else, it will have to remain still for 30 s to be considered suspicious and 60 to be considered very suspicious (see Table 27 ).
When analyzing scene LeftBag (series Leaving bags behind, test case Person leaving bag by wall), with an alarm filter IV, we get the output shown in Table 28 . Notice that in the 38th second, a suspicious object has been detected. After 15 seconds, in the 53rd second, the suspicious object has become very suspicious.
If looking at scene LeftBag_PickedUp (series Leaving bags behind, test case Person leaving bag but then pick it up again), where someone leaves a bag next to the cashpoint but later picks it up again is analyzed, we get the output shown in Table 29 . When the bag is left on the floor but not by the cashpoint or the wastebasket, it is not considered a dangerous object. However, after being still for more than 15 s, it becomes suspicious at the 35th second. The person that left the object there picks it up again before being considered very dangerous. 
Conclusions
In this paper, an approach to human activities detection in complex scenarios has been presented. The approach describes two levels in which activities should be considered: local activities are necessary to generalize the detection process; and global activities are used to detect behavior patterns that involve not only a single object, but also groups of objects (or even the whole set of objects) in the scene. Some parameters must be inferred from the objects in the scene, such as speed or direction. The system takes the initial segmentation to calculate these parameters. Next, a set of queries are proposed in order to specify simple behaviors (to detect movement, orientation and location of the objects), and complex behaviors (where one or several objects intervenes).
The results obtained so far are promising and we are currently engaged in performing tests after segmenting videos taken from different scenarios with our proper biologically motivated algorithms, namely accumulative computation and lateral inhibition (Delgado, López, & Fernández-Caballero, 2010 
